
Knitted scarf in block stripe pattern
Instructions No. 2929
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 8 Hours

Want to knit a pretty scarf yourself? This great knitted scarf in a block stripe pattern is wonderfully warm. With the knitting strip you can
knit it yourself quickly and easily, even without a needle.

The knitting bar is ideal for all wools with a
needle size of 7.0 to 12.0.

First tie the beginning of the wool to one of the
end pins on the left or right. Place the knitting
strip in front of you so that you start the
"winding" at the left front pin:

Place the wool thread knitting wool from right to
left around the first front peg. Then pass the
wool to the opposite peg, also from right to left,
then pass the yarn around the next front peg from
right to left, creating loops of 8. Continue in this
way until you have the first row of figure 8 loops
on the knitting bar.

Use the knob at the end of the knitting strip as a fixing aid, because now you turn the strip in front of you so that the thread is on the left side. Loosen the
thread and wrap another row of "8 loops".

If you now turn the knitting bar, you will have two loops on each knob. Now you "knit": Use the hook needle to lift the lower stitch over the upper stitch in each
knob in the front row from left to right. You can knit the front row and then the back row in this way.

So that you have two stitches per knob again, always zigzag the yarn around the knobs and then knit the resulting stitches again by lifting the lower stitch over
the upper stitch.

If you want to use a new wool colour, simply cut the thread of the wool you are using and knot the end with the new wool.

Continue in this way until the scarf has reached the desired length.

To finish your scarf, you must now cast off all the stitches. It is best to use a crochet hook for this.

Take the first stitch off the pin and then the opposite stitch. When you have both stitches on the needle, pull the first
stitch over the second stitch. Now you have another stitch on the needle.

Repeat the process; take the opposite stitch down and pull the first stitch over it.



Article number Article name Qty
395076-01 Wool LivingCreame 1
395076-05 Wool LivingMedium Grey 1
388658 VBS Knitted lasts 1

Article information:
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